
PLEASE read all instructions BEFORE beginning to pair a system!

1.0 Plug alarm into pattress and switch on radio 

base, the pattress led will flash green twice per 

second. If not please complete step 6.0

2.0 Bring alarm & radio base together then twist/slide to lock into place.

3.1 Group the alarms on the right hand side of your 

table, then place two alarms in front of you spaced 

approximately 20cm APART.

3.2 Press the TEST BUTTON on one alarm and wait 

THREE SECONDS.

3.3 Press the TEST BUTTON on the other alarm. 

3.4 Watch carefully as both alarms FLASH GREEN  
AND RED 

3.5 As soon as one FLASHES GREEN ONLY, move it to the left of the table.

3.6 The other alarm will continue to FLASH GREEN  AND RED  until it BEEPS ,then it will 

FLASH GREEN  (CO  x4) THE TWO ALARMS ARE NOW PAIRED.

3.7 There is now a 10 SECOND WINDOW to allow another device to be added to the system 

If no other devices are to be added proceed to Step 5.0

Connect and assemble all of the alarms in your system before starting the pairing process.

Wait for smoke or heat alarm to BEEP  TWICE Wait for the CO alarm to BEEP  FOUR TIMES
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  2  ALARM ASSEMBLY

  3  PAIRING TWO ALARMS
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4.1 To add additional alarms to the system simply PLACE THE PAIRED ALARM THAT BEEPED  
(see section 3.6) approximately 20cm apart to a ASSEMBLED ALARM (see point 2.0)  
UNPAIRED ALARM.

4.2 Press the TEST BUTTON on the PAIRED ALARM (THAT BEEPED) and wait THREE SECONDS. 

4.3 Then press the TEST BUTTON on the UNPAIRED ALARM. 

4.4 Repeat steps 3.4 to 3.6 until all alarms have been added.

5.1 If no other alarms are to be added to the system then allow the 10 SECOND window to elapse

.  

5.2 To complete the pairing process each alarm will BEEP  and FLASH GREEN 

5.4 Press the TEST BUTTON on one alarm and wait for each paired alarm to sound. (Due to signal 

timings it’s possible an alarm may not sound during testing. This does not necessarily indicate there is 

a connection problem). Please perform a test from said alarm, as well as each alarm in the system to 

confirm that all alarms are paired.
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6.1 To reset the pattress, remove the alarm device 

and press the black button. This will restore 

factory settings and unlearn all paired devices. 

The Led will FLASH RED  four times then 

begin to FLASH GREEN  as in step 1.0.  

6.2 Start again and repeat pairing process.

  6  DEVICE RESET

TIP: Always pair from the PAIRED ALARM THAT BEEPED (this could be any of the previous alarms)

Watch each device whilst they continue to FLASH GREEN

5.3 If any device fails to beep and FLASHES RED please reset all devices and repeat the pairing process.

Install your alarms around your home, then test again with the alarms in position.

TIP: The most common mistake made during the pairing process is missing the 10 SECOND window


